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ABSTRACT
Given a transcription, sampling from a good model of acous-
tic feature trajectories should result in plausible realizations
of an utterance. However, samples from current probabilis-
tic speech synthesis systems result in low quality synthetic
speech. Henter et al. have demonstrated the need to capture
the dependencies between acoustic features conditioned on the
phonetic labels in order to obtain high quality synthetic speech.
These dependencies are often ignored in neural network based
acoustic models. We tackle this deficiency by introducing a
probabilistic neural network model of acoustic trajectories,
trajectory RNADE, able to capture these dependencies.
Index Terms— Speech synthesis, artificial neural net-
works, acoustic modelling, RNADE, trajectory model
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main design decisions for speech synthesis systems
is whether to use a probabilistic acoustic model or a unit-
selection back-end. Probabilistic acoustic models tend to be
more amenable to emotion and speaker adaptation, can rely on
smaller training datasets, and have a smaller memory footprint
in exchange for more computation. However, unit-selection
systems with big unit reservoirs (tens of hours) still result in
higher quality synthetic speech [1].
Given a transcription, samples from a good conditional
probabilistic model of the acoustics should result in plausible
speech acoustic realizations. However, samples from current
probabilistic models sound noisy and unnatural [2]. For this
reason, it is common practice to output the mean acoustic tra-
jectory when synthesising speech. However, mean acoustic
trajectories sound muffled due to their unusually high smooth-
ness. To reduce this over-smoothing, postfiltering and gen-
eration techniques that take into account the variance of the
acoustic trajectory are commonly used [3].
Two conditional independence assumptions contribute to
the unnaturalness of samples from acoustic models: condi-
tional independence across time; and conditional independence
across acoustic features.
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Conditional independence across time is usually dealt with
by augmenting the acoustic features with dynamical features
(finite differences in time) [4]. Using these dynamical features,
it is possible to construct a joint probabilistic model of the
trajectory across time [5, 6].
In contrast, conditional independence across acoustic fea-
tures is often taken for granted by neural network based speech
synthesis systems [7–9]. However, ignoring the dependency
between acoustic features conditioned on a transcription re-
sults in lower perceived naturalness as judged using a sensitive
MUSHRA test [10].
In traditional decision-tree-tied Gaussian models, indepen-
dence across features can be relaxed by the use of full [2] or
semi-tied covariance matrices [11]. In this paper we attempt
to tackle the dependency across acoustic features in systems
based on artificial neural networks, where it has commonly
been ignored.
2. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS FOR
ACOUSTIC MODELLING
Artificial neural networks for regression can be interpreted
as conditional probability models. The output of a neural
network trained to minimise the mean square error criterion
corresponds to the mean of a fixed variance Gaussian distribu-
tion [12].
Mixture Density Networks (MDNs) [13, 14] provide an
explicit and more powerful model of conditional probability
distributions. An MDN uses a neural network to output the
parameters of a fixed family of distributions (for example
means, variances, and component weights for a mixture of
Gaussians) given some inputs. MDNs have been used for
speech synthesis [8], modelling the conditional probability of
acoustic features conditioned on phonetic labels.
Usually MDNs output the parameters of a one-dimensional
mixture of Gaussians for each dimension, in which case, the
model assumes conditional independence across dimensions
given the input. An MDN could be designed to output a full
covariance matrix, for example by outputting the parameters
of its Cholesky decomposition [15], but that approach will not
scale past a few dimensions, given that the number of outputs
would grow quadratically with the dimensionality of the data.
We introduce trajectory RNADE, a conditional generative
model based on neural networks capable of capturing the de-
pendence among acoustic features conditioned on phonetic
labels. This model works by predicting the trajectory of one
acoustic feature at a time. The features that have already been
predicted are provided as inputs to the neural network when
computing the distribution of the trajectory for each feature.
3. TRAJECTORY RNADE FOR SPEECH SYNTHESIS
Real-valued neural autoregressive density estimators [16], or
RNADE, are similar to MDNs. Both use a neural network
to predict a distribution of acoustic features conditioned on a
set of phonetic labels by outputting the parameters of a real-
valued distribution. The critical difference is that RNADE
predicts each dimension within an acoustic frame sequentially
i.e. the values of features already predicted are also input to
the network. This allows RNADE to capture dependencies
between the different acoustic features in a frame.
In an RNADE (details can be found in Uria et al. [16])
some ordering of the acoustic features is chosen and the joint
probability distribution over the D-dimensional acoustics at
time t, xt, given phonetic labels, lt, is factorised into a product
of one-dimensional conditional distributions using the product
rule,
p(xt | lt) =
D∏
d=1
p(xt,d | lt,xt,<d). (1)
Here xt,<d stands for the d-minus-one-dimensional vector
of acoustic features in the t-th frame that precede xt,d in the
ordering of variables chosen, that is, that have already been
predicted.
In RNADE, all conditional distributions in (1) are mod-
elled by a single neural network using a variable number of
inputs. Using a single neural network allows the activations of
the first hidden layer to be reused in the computation of each
conditional [17] (updating the hidden activations only requires
an H-dimensional vector addition). This is an important prop-
erty of RNADE that gives a one-hidden-layer RNADE its mild
computational complexity O(DH) (for both density calcula-
tion and sampling), where H stands for the number of hidden
units in the autoregressive layer. Although RNADEs with
more than one hidden layer can be trained efficiently [18], the
computational complexity of sampling from them is O(DH2),
which makes them too slow for speech synthesis, where com-
putational performance is crucial.
The practical limitation to one hidden layer only affects
the autoregressive part of RNADE. It is possible to use several
hidden layers to compute useful predictive features from the
phonetic labels, as shown in Figure 1.
A conventional RNADE model would give a non-Gaussian
model of acoustic and delta features within a frame. Even
if a Gaussian is used to model each conditional in (1), each
conditional depends non-linearly on the value of the previous
lt
h1
h2
h3
h4
h5
xt,<d
hauto
µd σd
Fig. 1. Connectivity in an RNADE with one hidden autore-
gressive layer and several conditional feature extraction layers.
The diagram only shows the outputs used when predicting the
parameters of a Gaussian distribution over the d-th acoustic
feature, xt,d, conditioned on phonetic labels, lt, and other fea-
tures already predicted, xt,<d. At training time the values of
xt,<d are taken from the training dataset, at test time they are
samples obtained from the network.
features. This non-Gaussian distribution cannot be used to
obtain a distribution across time with the standard trajectory
HMM formalism [6]. To obtain a tractable time-series model,
with non-linear dependencies between acoustic features within
each frame, we introduce the trajectory RNADE.
In a trajectory RNADE the trajectory of an acoustic feature
over the whole utterance is predicted before the trajectory of
the following acoustic feature is predicted. For each acoustic
feature, the network outputs the mean and variance for the
static, delta and double-delta dimensions of the feature for
each frame in the utterance. A joint probabilistic model over
the trajectory of the acoustic feature results from the standard
trajectory HMM [5]. From this trajectory model we can output
a sample (or the highest density trajectory [4]). The trajectory
for the feature will be used as an input to the RNADE when
predicting the trajectory of the following acoustic feature.
As it is common, during training we model the static and
delta features as unconstrained variables, even though the tra-
jectory can only lie on a subspace of the augmented space.
This inconsistency between the training criterion and the ac-
tual generation procedure causes an underestimation of the
variability of the acoustic trajectory [2].
The trajectory HMM formalism corresponds to a product
of Gaussians (PoG) [19]. A PoG is a Gaussian distribution
whose precision parameter is the sum of the precisions of the n
Gaussians multiplied. If we assume the Gaussians multiplied
have approximately the same variance, by multiplying each of
their variances by n, their product will have the same variance.
This leads to a heuristic where we will multiply the variances of
the static and delta features by 3. This heuristic has previously
been shown to improve the likelihoods of trajectory models [2,
20], and our results in the next section agree with this finding.
Criterion MDN Trajectory-RNADE
Avg. log-density x, ∆x, ∆∆x 0.87 102.60
Avg. log-density x −32.45 7.18
Avg. log-density x trajectory model −18.16 23.04
Avg. log-density x trajectory model (3× variance) 23.12 59.27
Table 1. Average log-density per frame on a held-out test set of 96 utterances, greater numbers are indicative of better models.
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Fig. 2. Increase in average log-density per acoustic feature obtained by a trajectory RNADE with respect to a trajectory MDN.
Both models had the variances of the static and delta features multiplied by 3 before calculating the distribution over trajectories.
Dimensions are shown in the order they are predicted by the RNADE model.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our experimental goal is to compare the statistical perfor-
mance of a trajectory RNADE compared to an MDN.
The systems were trained using the database recorded to
build the TTS entry in [21]. It consists of 2 hours of data of a
British male voice. The data used here was sampled at 48kHz.
We split the dataset into a training subset of 2602 utterances,
98 validation utterances (used for early stopping and selecting
hyperparameters during training) and a test set of 99 utterances.
We used STRAIGHT vocoding [22] to extract 60 mel-cepstral
features, 25 band aperiodicity features, f0 (linearly interpolated
in unvoiced regions) and a voiced/unvoiced feature for a total
of 87 dimensions. In order to train both the RNADE and the
MDN we used forced-alignments obtained with a standard
HMM-GMM system.
The input phonetic labels were the same for both the MDN
and RNADE. We included the substate alignment from the
HMM-GMM system and its relative position within the sub-
state [9].
The acoustic data was rescaled to the range 0.01–0.99,
logit-transformed, augmented with deltas and double deltas,
and standardized to mean zero and standard deviation one.
Modelling the logit-transformed version of the data guarantees
that samples will remain in an acceptable range even when
using Gaussian models, which have infinite support.
The MDN used in our experiments had five hidden layers,
each had 600 rectified linear units [23]. We used a Gaussian
output per dimension (mean and standard deviation) as we
found no increase in statistical performance when using a
mixture of Gaussians (MoG). Previous work has reported a
benefit from mixture models [8], although those models were
fitted with ten times more data than here.
The trajectory RNADE in our experiments also had five
conditional hidden layers, and one autoregressive hidden layer.
Each hidden layer had 600 rectified linear units (see Figure 1).
We used a Gaussian output per dimension, again finding no
increase in statistical performance when using a MoG. In the
RNADE model we chose the following order for the acoustic
features: voiced/unvoiced, f0, mel-cepstral features (0 to 59 in
that order), band aperiodicities (1 to 25 in that order).
Both models were trained using AdaDec [24] for 1000
epochs of 1000 updates each, minibatches of size 100 were
used. The learning rate was initialized to 3×10−4 and de-
creased by 3×10−7 after each epoch.
We are mainly interested in measuring the quality of the
two systems as generative models of speech acoustics con-
ditioned on phonetic labels. Samples and mean trajectories
from the two models are available online1. To measure the
statistical performance of the models we report their test-set
log-likelihood (average log-density of a frame in the held out
test set). Results are shown in Table 1. The first row shows
the log-likelihood of each model considering the static and
delta features as unconstrained dimensions, this is our training
criterion. Note that the first row is not comparable to the rest,
as it considers models over the delta-augmented acoustic (261
dimensions) space, while the following rows consider only the
acoustic trajectories (87 dimensions). The second row shows
the likelihoods of the models by ignoring the delta-features, i.e.
each frame is considered independent of the rest conditioned
on the labels. The third and fourth rows show the likelihood of
1http://www.benignouria.com/permalink/rnade_synthesis
the models using the trajectory HMM formalism to calculate
the density of the trajectories. To compensate for the underes-
timation in variance caused by a training criterion inconsistent
with the trajectory model, we also calculated the densities un-
der a trajectory model where the variances of static and delta
features have been multiplied by 3 (we also tried 2 and 4, but
obtained lower log-likelihoods in both cases). This heuristic
increase in variance increases the likelihoods and the global
variance of samples.
Trajectory-NADE achieved higher likelihoods under all cri-
teria. This leads us to conclude that it is a better joint model of
acoustic feature dependencies conditioned on phonetic labels
than an MDN.
Due to the sequential nature of RNADE we can calculate
which acoustic features are being predicted to a higher degree
of accuracy compared to an MDN. In Figure 2 we investigate
the source of the increase in likelihood. The y-axis shows
the average increase in likelihood obtained by modelling the
trajectory of a feature using a trajectory RNADE instead of a
trajectory MDN (both having the variances of statics and deltas
multiplied by 3, bottom row in Table 1). The figure shows
the features in the order they are predicted by the RNADE
model. We expect no increase in prediction accuracy of the
voiced/unvoiced feature, as the RNADE uses uses the same
predictor variables as the MDN in this case (any difference
is caused by the stochastic training procedure). Regarding f0,
we observe an increase in accuracy of about half a nat, which
shows that knowing whether a frame is voiced or not is helpful
in predicting f0 (the f0 values were linearly interpolated in un-
voiced regions). A similar increase in log-density is observed
in the prediction of the frame energy (mcep0). Regarding the
mel-cepstral features, there is a slight increase in log-density
of the 1st feature (mcep1), followed by a higher increase in the
middle cepstral features (mcep2–mcep28) and a greater and
growing increase in accuracy in the higher cepstral features
(mcep29–mcep59) that describe the fine structure of the spec-
trum. These features are very difficult to predict conditioned
only on the phonetic labels, but seem to show a high degree
of dependency with each other. Regarding band aperiodicity
features, we again find a small increase in the log-density of
the first feature followed by a higher increase in the following
features (which are highly correlated to the first).
We are also interested in measuring the quality of the syn-
thetic speech generated by each system. We performed three
forced-preference tests comparing: (1) trajectory samples from
an MDN and an RNADE, (2) trajectory means from an MDN
and an RNADE (3) trajectory samples and trajectory means
from an RNADE. Samples were obtained using the 3× vari-
ance heuristic, and means using the MLPG [4] algorithm. All
tests were performed by a group of 29 native English speakers
using headphones in sound-deadened booths. The participants
were asked to choose the higher quality instance from pairs
of utterances presented in a random order. The results can be
seen in Table 2. The participants showed preference for means
MDN Traj. RNADE n
Sample Mean Sample Mean
19.4% - 80.6% - 900
- - 16.0% 84.0% 865
- 33.6% - 66.4% 794
Table 2. Subjective evaluation results. The last column shows
the total number of comparisons performed by the 29 partici-
pants for each of the tests. For statistically significant results
at a 0.99 level in a two-tailed binomial test (indiference null-
hypothesis) the preferred system is shown in bold font.
and samples generated from the RNADE instead of the MDN.
They also showed preference for means instead of samples
generated by RNADE.
5. DISCUSSION
The use of NADE for speech synthesis was proposed before by
Yin et al. [25]. They used fixed-variance real-valued version
of NADE to replace the means of an HMM-GMM speech
synthesis system; training a different NADE for each state.
In contrast, our approach takes full advantage of the neural
network formulation of RNADE: it uses a single network that
takes phonetic labels as inputs, and outputs means and standard
deviations for each acoustic feature.
The trajectory HMM formulism, using deltas to model the
dependencies across time, is a limiting one. Calculating the
distribution over trajectories is slow. It requires a matrix inver-
sion, making it difficult to optimize the right training criterion.
It also limits the family of distributions that can be used to
model each frame of the augmented-feature distribution to a
Gaussian. In future work we plan using an RNADE model
that is autoregressive across the features in a frame and also
across time. Autoregressive HMMs are a promising research
direction for speech synthesis [20], but in preliminary experi-
ments training fully-autoregressive RNADEs got stuck in local
optima that model smooth speech-like acoustic trajectories but
ignore the phonetic labels.
We will also investigate the importance of the order in
which the acoustic-dimensions are predicted. RNADEs with
different orders may model different joint distributions, es-
pecially if any of the empirical one-dimensional conditionals
in (1) is multimodal.
In conclusion, our experimental results show that trajec-
tory RNADE is better than an MDN at modelling the joint
distribution of acoustic features conditioned on phonetic la-
bels. Furthermore, trajectory RNADE also produces higher
quality synthetic speech as judged by subjective preference
tests.
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